
Lizzy´s Dead



New York

Don´t you wanna come to my motel honey? - Well, with you.......

Yes, your short platinum blond hair, the black top, the skirt with the jaguar pattern, but uppermost
your cheeks, your smile – but you´re dead, Lizzy, you´re dead.........

Times come and times go, and even in the Living Room no Lizzy anymore – or? Lizzy, this Lizzy is
dead, but when you open your mind you will see others. May they have no platinum blond hair,
may they will sing other songs, in other cities, other places, but they are all – Lizzy........

Queen of New York, you was, my Queen you will be forever, but I´m not.... – yeah, nevertheless it
would be nice to meet you one day, Last Girl On Earth..........

Why I have to cry all the time hearing this, even now, typing this, sitting at a Saturday at 12.40 pm
in a crowded café – I have to........and, really, no reason.........

Lizzy sings  Yayo and  Hundred Dollar Bill now, this time with a green t-shirt and jeans at The
Variety Box – why everything changes,  nothing stays,  why was it  not possible that you stayed
Lizzy, for all time? Born To Die, Paradise, Tropico, Ultraviolence, Honeymoon, Lust for Life –
maybe therefore?

How sad your  two songs were,  the  city  by the  bay,  with  your  guitar,  your  short,  curly,  black
hair.......... 

San Francisco

Since two weeks I stayed in the city now, two strange weeks. Two weeks, apart from one cloudy
day, nothing then clear blue sky? Where was the cold, the rain, the fog? And then the people? All
the time this talk: We have L.A. weather now, L.A. weather! Shit, I not have left this city to have the
same shit here – this is the city by the bay, not this fake city with the nice beaches......... 

But I was unfair, the last two weeks were wonderful. So much I could say! What should I name?
This city is full of nice places, and I mean charming places. L.A., everything large, loud and hectic.
A big Hollywood movie setting, nothing real.........

Everything in San Francisco had human size, the streets, the buildings, even in the Finance District.
The grass was greener, the vegetation more diverse, but most? Everywhere places to sit down, to
rest for a moment, to drink a coffee, to spend some time with friends – not only in Little Italy.
Bookshops everywhere, bookshops and L.A.? Santa Monica yes, but L.A.? Restaurants and clubs,
exhibitionism and narcissism – culture? The Arts District? Maybe, but a bookshop like Bird &
Beckett, a café like Caffe Trieste? An “institution” like Ghirardelli Chocolate? A whole dungeness
crab while looking at the beach, the Oakland and the Golden Gate Bridge? Yes, L.A. has beautiful
beaches, but a place like Mile Rock Beach? 

It had been a good decision to stay in this city now. Not that I wanna pretend, that there was no
longer a fascination, a certain L.A. fascination. This city would be forever a part of my thinking, but
even Downtown West, Westlake, Gus´s, tacos 3rd Street and so much more, this city would kill me,
would I  stay there for longer.  And not  that  I  wanna say,  that  everything in San Francisco was
wonderful – what a rubbish this would be! Homeless you could see also in this city, rich and poor.
After all,  it  still  was the US, but everything felt more bearable than in the city of the Gods &



Monsters..........

No, in both cities you could be unhappy, could be killed, could be alone, could be desperate, could
be........do not forget, that the most famous suicide bridge not in L.A., but in S.F. is! But this was the
wrong vantage point! Sure, you could be unhappy in both cities, but could you be happy in L.A.? In
L.A. you could be a narcissistic asshole, a reckless money-grubber, a sexist fucker, all in perfection,
but to live a “normal” life? In a city only fame and fortune counts....... 

It was very relaxing for me to be at home. No, I was not sure how I should live my life - I was a
millionaire now! A multi million dollar ring and a very nice car – well, no cash. Never I would sell
the ring, it would feel like a betrayal. The car? As everyday car the car was too rare. Also I was no
car enthusiast, but I had the feeling, that I was not allowed to do it. But I had not to decide it now.
Yves and Elizabeth had helped me a lot in L.A.. The office in L.A. was closed now, but I still had
my condo there. I would drive to L.A. the next days to finish this chapter of my life finally. But now
I leaned back, closed my eyes, the bay in front of me and enjoyed the strange winter sun, reflecting
about the last two weeks...........   

A Black Swan And......... 

San Francisco and its parks - with which you should begin? Well, talking about parks and San
Francisco? The Golden Gate Park for sure, or? Whereby, I had always the problem to see this area
as one park. Too many large streets which run through the park. The John F. Kennedy and the
Martin Luther King Jr. Drive in particular, and the Crossover Drive. The Nancy Pelosi Drive? I saw
the whole area more as an assemblage of a vast number of smaller parks, very individual parks. And
I hope this sounds not negative, because I liked it all the time, wandering through all this different
parks. And then the lakes! Stow Lake, sure! But also the other, smaller lakes - all such beautiful.
And then, only to name, the Botanical Garden, the Japanese Tea Garden, and, the rather small, but
so much more charming Rose Garden - you not have to talk about hours, would you expect to see it
all, not even about days! And I still have forgotten, to talk about all the possibilities to do sport!
Polo and archery, golf with a golf club or a disc. And sure, soccer and lacrosse, and and and........oh,
I´ve forgotten: The Golden Gate Angling & Casting Club!   
This park, all those parks, were places for me to calm down. It was nice to use the trails, through the
trees, while birds sang, sometimes only a few yards from the city´s houses. It was a feeling, like to
dive into another world, a beautiful world, a beautiful world with beautiful people. And in this park,
only a few blocks away, in any direction: Forest Knolls and Buena Vista Park on the one side,
Lincoln Park and the Presidio on the other - Twin Peaks!
This was so different compared to the city before, so many parks scattered all over the city. In some
parts you could easily walk from one park into the other. But even if not, at least a smaller park
should be reachable, or your block offered you an inner yard with trees - not that rare in this city. It
was good to be here..........

Everything fine in  this  city,  everything beautiful,  of  course  not,  but  even the Mission District,
compared with, where I came from. The streets were no dirtier than every street Downtown L.A. -
and I mean DOWNTOWN, and not Downtown West or so. Hey, not look so much at the glass
facades, look at the streets you walking on! And the backstreets, the backyards? Would you believe
me, would I tell you, that the backstreets at the Mission District are cleaner then the backstreets
Downtown L.A.? You haven´t to believe me - go and see! But please, look at the backstreets, don´t
be dazed by the queues in front of the clubs, who doing their best to ignore the dirty and smelly
homeless sitting at the wall. And if your interested, to see the bad side of the American dream in its
purest, walk down South Alvarado Street in the night and don´t be shy, the rats are not interested in
you, and hey, also the homeless, even when they are dirty and smelly will not harm you, and hey, I



walked  around  in  this  neighborhood  often,  and  I  always  liked  it  more,  than  to  walk  around
Downtown.........
But this here, the Mission District was very different - an area in a radical change? New shops and
places  for  young,  more  wealthy  people,  new apartment  buildings  -  like  the  Duboce  Triangle?
Nevertheless, as I said, even the streets with no new shops and houses, even when you will be not
able  to  find  Painted  Ladies  in  this  neighborhood,  come  on,  have  a  trip  to  Compton  if  you
like................
And then also very different, art. Everywhere you see art, and even when it´s a homeless who sells
graphics on the street. It was puzzling for me to walk around in this neighborhood, this "not so nice"
part of San Francisco. But maybe it was only because the sun shined, the clear blue sky, the feeling
to be back, in a different world,  the feeling that the people here were more relaxed,  that each
minutes had ninety seconds and not only forty-five, like in L.A. - maybe........
Always this feeling, that everything was more human in this city - entrance to the underworld? In
this city you would not expect to find this entrance - entrance to...? It was obvious to me, that this
was very naive, also a lot of crime in this city, no, this was definitively no paradise, but even here in
the Mission District I had the feeling, that this city was as close as possible for such a city to this
other entrance........
I sit in the Flying Pig Bistro Pub, South Van Ness Avenue, and I´m not sure, what I should think
about all this. We already had what some say about L.A., and as far as I know it, some say about
this city, that this city is the coolest city of all - well, superlatives never are correct, but maybe there
is this famous grain of truth in all of this....... 

When you talk about San Francisco and its parks, yes, the Presidio but, you have to talk about
Lincoln Park. 
I started my walk at the Lincoln Park Steps at California Street, a, by the way, very interesting
street. Upstairs I headed towards the bay, passed by a school, and reached Lincoln Highway and
therewith the beginning of the Lands End Trail. Only some yards and you reached the first special
place, Eagles Point - what a panorama!
The Golden Gate Bridge at your right side, the open sea on your left side, and the cliff in front of
you. The flowers and the little flags, and a school class with their teacher. I started my way, and
though the students were sometimes in front of me, sometimes behind me, it was a wonderful path
to go. It went up, the bizarre trees, the cliffs, the waves down there, the shades, the birds, I felt like
in an enchanted land. It could be a bewitched island - ah, the students and their teacher again......
Lands End? But then, the staircase down, more and more stairs, the trees more and more bizarre,
then all opens suddenly and some more steps or a path and you will reach a magic place - Mile
Rock Beach........
No longer you can see the bridge, but the rocks and the open see. The waves hammer against the
rocks, the ocean foam up in the air - I have to climb on them, to get as close as possible to the place
where it all happens - and there´s the bridge again.....
I sit on my rock, the ocean wets me from time to time a bit, the ocean breeze and the oceans scent,
the sun, she rehashes my skin, and time is no longer........
But this is only an illusion, but a wonderful one, and as long as the illusion is there, nothing can
harm you anymore, and even when something would be able to harm you, she is there to embrace
you........
I went back, all the stairs back, upstairs, and I was somewhat exhausted, as I continued my way.
And again, many breathtaking views, cliffs and rocks, no ship wrecks, but a lovely vegetation, now
on the Coastal Trail. It were calm and quite hours, with a sad place at the end.....
The USS San Francisco, heroes? Or were they men and women whose fate should sadden you?
Died an awful death, in a senseless war, started by my ancestors - and I had no idea what I should
do, than to cry, like now.........
It was strange, how this place, this park, this city affected me. More and more I slowed down, more
and more the feeling arose, that this was the right place, the place to get old finally, the place to



die........
On three sides water, nearly all around, yes, this was the right place to die............
I decided to spend the rest of the day, till sunset, at the beach. I needed it, to be as close as possible
near by her.........
  
This city is so full  of wonderful views, it´s  hard to tell  what one not should miss.  One of my
favorites was Russian Hill-Vallejo Street Crest. Standing at this place, looking down the hill, the
city and the bay in front of you, the Finance District and the Transamerica Pyramid on your right,
the Oakland Bridge and Treasure Island, and then you start to walk down the stairs..........
At the beginning the trees are very dense, you see not that much. But with every step towards
Taylor Street you see something new. At the end all opens up - a fantastic view now, with the Coit
Tower on your left. The last steps down to Taylor Street and the bay in front of you, and now, also
to the left of you - incredible! And then, Ina Coolbrith Park - don´t use the straight way, use the
winded way! If you walk down this way, with all the time a new and surprising view, when you
arrive at the last steps, when you´re not fallen in love with this city now, then this city will never
become you lady.........Franky!
As I said, this city, with all its hills, offers you all the time fantastic views. But the bay, the blue
water, this so unbelievable beautiful bay, all the time, always when I saw the bay, standing by, or
from far away, something happened with me. Mind-blowing, no other word I could find, mind-
blowing it was. You have to walk around in this wonderful city - simply walk around to see as much
of this wonderful places and views as possible. And wasn´t it strange? Okay, L.A. was not totally
flat, yet even with some real steep streets like Quintero Street - as an exception. But compared with
San Francisco,  L.A. was more than flat!  But  to  walk around in Los Angeles  was always very
exhausting for me. All was huge and loud. The streets, the distances, all the time a lot of cars, horns
and sirens, a lot of hectic, a lot of stress, a lot of sun, and no shade, no place to rest, no breathtaking
views, except the ocean........
And San Francisco? It was always easy! Even the steepest streets - and this city has a lot of them!
Okay, at the beginning, standing and looking up the streets and hills, yes, sometimes I thought, well,
maybe no good idea to walk. But then, at the aim, looking back, down the street and hill, I was
always surprised how easy it  was at  the end! Sometimes everything looks easy in  this  city,  so
relaxed, but was this real? I feared, to live in this city now, what, if everything was not real? This
was America, don´t confuse small talk with a serious conversation! Everybody was everybody´s
friend - don´t make a fool out of yourself and believe in all of this! Los Angeles? Well, if anybody
would believe only one second, that something like Hollywood, Downtown, the exclusive clubs, the
glamour, the stars and their fascinating lives, the Strip and Malibu, that anything like this would be
real - welcome, you naive, little idiot!
But San Francisco? Everything looks real, even the people seem to be real - at least most of them. It
was a feeling of comfort, safety and warmth - not only because it was way to hot for winter this
year. The city as lady? This city as mother? As a place where you can rest, where you can lay your
head.......... 

The first time that I was in Los Angeles, I used the Expo Line from Metro Center 7 th Street till Santa
Monica, to see the pier and the beach there. Then I decided to take the 534 till Malibu, to see a
certain house. I stayed in the bus after passing by, and some strange things happened then. One was
at a bus stop, Cross Creek Road, to see a fine chocolate shop? Okay, it was Malibu, but even here, it
looked somewhat misplaced for me. And now? San Francisco? Ghirardelli Chocolate?
Everything seems natural. The shop in the Market Street, not to talk about the huge red factory with
this enormous sign. Sure, the buildings made of red bricks are more then striking, not to talk about
the sign, but, and that´s the point, they not look strange. Maybe someone would ask: Oh, this red
buildings  with  this  huge  sign,  what´s  that?  And  you  would  answer:  Well,  that´s  the  famous
Ghirardelli chocolate factory. You also will find shops in the city, one in Market Street for instance.
And the reaction to this information? Surprise? A chocolate factory and chocolate shops in San



Francisco? I don´t think so, because all this fits very well to San Francisco - but the Ghirardelli
factory in Los Angeles?
I sit at the Ghirardelli Chocolate Shop corner Market and New Montgomery Street, and as always a
torment! All this fantastic chocolate, the ice cups, the hot chocolate variations and much more. Is it
necessary to show at the menu how much calories all this have? I mean, the one with the complete
brownie - more or less all what you need on calories for a day! And also the "smaller" are not much
better, even a hot chocolate.....! But come on, enjoy it! I absolutely enjoy my Treasure Island, while
looking at the people walking by at New Montgomery Street. It´s wonderful to sit here, surrounded
by all this different chocolates. It´s a place where you can be happy, relaxed. How is it to work
here? It´s winter, okay, much warmer than normally, but even now always a well-attended place.
Summertime? An endless, never stopping queue of people all day long - definitively a hard job, in
such a sweet surrounding........
Well, always you have this bridges from past to present in this city. In Los Angeles they chatter
about the good old days, or they make movies and such things, about the time, when Broadway was
still vibrant, the theaters not old and down, when Westlake was a noble neighborhood, and the
Westlake Theater sign not a joke. But they keep nothing, and they don´t care. Not about the city, not
about the people. Some sing melancholic songs about, maybe the best you can do in this city......
San Francisco? This combination from old and modern, this creates a lot of charm! The streetcars as
an example, not to talk about the cable cars. Nobody needs them today, but it´s beautiful that they
still  are there!  In such a surrounding,  seen from a streetcar  while  driving down Market Street,
Ghirardelli  not  looks  strange,  like  K  Chocolatier  seen  from  the  bus  in  Malibu.  In  such  a
surrounding, Ghirardelli feels like a natural part............       

The bay area - well, so many places you could search for, so much aims, you could find. Sausalito?
The houseboats? Walking around on Angel Island and thinking about its dark past? But during the
two weeks I was back in San Francisco now, I wasn´t that much on my way around the bay, most
time I stayed in the city. So much places I had to see again, feel again, smell again, hear again! But
soon I would drive back to Los Angeles with the only reason to move to San Francisco finally. Then
I would have all the time, to spend my time all around the bay area. But what I had to do, a must,
was to cross the Oakland Bay Bridge, to spend at least one day at Lake Merritt..........
The lake, but the park, the Children´s Fairyland - so much to say. Even now, when parts are under
reconstruction, a wonderful place. It was a delight to walk around the lake, every time something to
see, something that impresses you. For me it was the architecture, with one special corner. Yes, you
should talk about the Geodesic Bird Cage and many other buildings - the Lakeside Park with its
gardens? But it was the part of the lake around Empowerment and East Shore Park, that was the
most charming part for me. The Pergola, and as I saw it for the first time, I couldn´t believe it - the
Bellevue-Staten Building! Come on, standing at  The Pergola in the evening and looking at  the
Staten,  that´s  simply surreal,  it´s  almost  outside  this  world,  it´s  like you would listen to  Chet,
singing and playing........You Go To My Head.......
It was hard for me to believe that I was here, at this lovely place, and yes, also Oakland has its
Mission District.  And yes,  also  Los Angeles  has  its  Echo Park,  Angelino  Heights,  the  Central
Library.........but, I never heard Chet in this city, never saw Ginsberg in front of me, never had that
mood, this mood, that San Francisco breathes with every breath. Sure, Los Angeles never would let
me go, but San Francisco would let me live.........
And have  you  ever  saw the  Bellevue-Staten  Building?  Well,  in  the  meanwhile  I  had  read  it  -
Ghostbusters.........but as I saw it for the first time I was simply amazed! What I´m saying! I´m
always astonished about the building, ever and ever again! It´s a bit like one of this old theaters at
Old Downtown L.A., at Broadway, only that it wasn´t used as a blue movie theater later, that it was
not decayed - the Staten looked as it was build yesterday! Like the beautiful painted streetcars, the
beautiful painted houses - I stand in the middle of the plaza and look at the San Francisco City Hall,
where I´m? Maybe in Paris? In Milan or Madrid? London? Berlin? This plaza, this building could
be at so many interesting places, but not in L.A............



Maybe I´m a bit disorientated, maybe a bit rain and a lot of fog would do me good. Maybe this
crazy weather with everyday a clear blue sky is a trap, maybe......maybe the city would be even
more  charming with  some fog and some rain,  maybe........maybe,  because  I  like  the  wind that
always is there, sometimes a bit, sometimes only a block away, very strong. This summer the city
had its hottest day ever - come on, you not need this! This is L.A. stuff, it never rains........let it rain,
sometimes it has to rain............
Yes,  the city by the bay,  a  bay so striking beautiful,  cities and places around the bay not  less
beautiful, beautiful bridges and thousands of suicides - yes, maybe therefore a cool place for me to
live there. I once said about Los Angeles, that this city is sick, sick as I - no reason to change this
statement. San Francisco? Mood Indigo? L.A. can drive you crazy - San Francisco offers you this
special mood? Ah, a bit kitschy - or? Who knows, looking at the Staten - maybe this city is the real
crazy city, crazy in its own crazy way, not loud, not aggressive, not tasteless, but, like an elegant
classic jazz standard - Mood Indigo......?    

'Cause there's nobody who cares about me,
I'm just a soul who's

bluer than blue can be.
When I get that mood indigo,
I could lay me down and die. 

(Barney Bigard, Irving Mills, Duke Ellington)
   
Los Angeles a liberal city? I´m not sure about! California? Well, still death penalty! San Francisco?
What should be the indication? Men, and women, who kissing each other in public transport? Never
saw it in Los Angeles, in San Francisco it´s something, nobody pays regard to, it´s nothing special.
At least in such a sense, San Francisco is a liberal city.......
Well, I´m not gay, but The Castro has a mood that interests me, I felt attracted to. I have to confess,
that I have my problem therewith to enter a gay bar, not because of the gay people, but because of
me. I would like to sit in a corner, looking at the other guests, to write down what comes me to
mind. But I have the feeling, that this would be inappropriate. And then, gay is not simply gay, like
hetero is not simply hetero - many a lot of subcultures. All the way posters with advertising for gay
shows, in an aggressive style. But many cafes, small restaurants, bars who, at least it seemed to me
such, address a different kind of customers.......
Yes, when I will have left Los Angeles behind me, to stay for ever in this city, The Castro will be
my aim often, very often. It would be nice to have friends there, to be welcome, even when I would
be the one who sits in the corner. But until then my aim was no bar, not even a restaurant, I took a
seat at The Castro Fountain. Yeah, a bit like Ghirardelli, smaller of course, but very charming! But,
which cake, which ice cream, which coffee or hot chocolate? It was impossible to stay at such a
place only once, this was definitively a place you have to be at, in a regular manner. The Castro is a
place you have  to  be regularly,  even when you´re not  gay,  maybe especially when you´re  not
gay..........
    
As much as I loved it to walk around in The Castro, that much it was a shock for me to be in Haight
Ashbury. Maybe it was a mistake to go there at night, maybe it was good so. All the shop windows,
the bars with loud music - why Hollywood Boulevard came me to mind? Haight Ashbury with Janis
Joplin and Jimi Hendrix? Don´t know, Janis flying with the helicopter to get a tattoo from Lyle?
Why at this place, for the first time, this city feels like a big fake? At least as big as Hollywood,
maybe even bigger? Why I feel uncomfortable now - hey, Janis Joplin "Summertime", when I have
to cry! Hey, Jimi Hendrix who always blows my mind? Not know how Haight Ashbury was at this
time, but this here feels like a big shit!
Maybe I´m totally wrong, what had I expected?  Wear some flowers........2018? But all this shops,
everything looked like a big tourist´s hustle, the San Francisco fraud. Two weeks I felt comfort,
secure, protected, two weeks except for one evening, one night. Maybe I was in a wrong mood,



maybe also San Francisco has its Hollywood sign, maybe I´m only an idiot, maybe I should go
there again, maybe I´m simply the wrong guy for this place, never smoked a joint in my life, a
spliff,  a L,  a ziggy,  a reefer,  a doobie whatever.  Maybe I  never  understood musicians,  writers,
directors, actors.........like Joplin or Hendrix, maybe I felt now, that I was only a white middle class
man from Europe, an old man, that it was always a joke, whenever I listened to them, only a big lie,
a big fraud.........
You have not to think a second about it, whether Hollywood is a lie, and the Hollywood Boulevard
only tourist shit - but Haight Ashbury? Who was the joke - Ashbury or I? We both - who knows?
Nevertheless, even in this moment, this city was different. L.A. - everything obvious! S.F. - a big
question.........   

San Francisco, the city by the bay - but much more, the city as a harbor. I hadn´t the time, during
the two weeks I stayed in the city now, to see all the harbors, especially not the oversees harbors
around the bay. But at least I had been more then one time at the Ferry Building Marketplace, but
much more, at Fisherman´s Wharf. Yes, a tourist´s hot-spot, but even with all the commerce around
this place, it was a lovely place. Venice Beach in Los Angeles, all this narcissism, exhibitionism,
obtrusiveness, everybody´s a star their, everybody grasps for attention, everybody wants to be seen -
Fisherman´s Wharf? I think about the restaurants at Taylor Street, where a waiter or sometimes even
a cook tries to get you in - it´s so Italian and just lovely, could be in Rome. Expensive? Sure, what
do you expect? Good? As a rule, very good, but what do you expect? Especially in summer, when
the place is overcrowded with tourists, when the restaurants are filled the whole day, not everything
can be perfect. But that´s not the point, because this all looks even today so authentic. When you
look at the posters with historic photos, and then at the reality today, it´s like with the streetcars. In
this city all this looks so normal, even the cable cars looking like they where still today a normal
part of San Francisco, not something for the tourists, no tourist´s hustle. It´s simply charming, the
cable cars, the streetcars, the Fisherman´s Wharf!  
I´ve visited the historic ships at Hyde Street Pier. Every ship is a gem, but two were breathtaking for
me - the sailing ship and the ferry! Standing on the sailing ship, the C. A. Thayer, I heard the captain
shouting his commands, the sails were hoisted, and we left the bay, the never ending ocean, not
knowing what could be the aim, not knowing if we would come back - it was a nice illusion, an
intense  illusion.  And then the  steam ferry,  the  Eureka!  The  largest  of  it´s  kind  if  I  remember
correctly -  the other  ones you can find at  other  piers  are  modern replicas.  But  this  one is  the
original, and it´s outstanding. Even only standing on the pier and looking at, but so much more,
when you´re on board! You have to read the information give to you, so much interesting stories.
And then choose your place - you know now were your place should be. Sit down, as a woman or
man, as a normal working person or maybe as a chief executive, whoever you are, your ferry ride
begins now. Isn´t it strange, to think about all this, so many people who used this ferry everyday, as
a totally normal mean of transportation? It would be wonderful, would be my passage real and not
only an imagination......
But it would be unfair, not to mention at least on of the other ships - "Hercules". Walking around on
it, better in it - nothing for someone with claustrophobia! And the berths? Even the one for the
captain - no, comfortable is something different, this was the real and hard work and life. Wonderful
that somebody preserves this wonderful ships and someone like me can dream on them..........
I thought about whether I should also visit the USS Pampanito and the SS Jeremiah O´Brian or not.
But I decided, that it was enough. So I sit at a bench and look at them. I had visited a submarine
once  already,  it  was  very interesting,  at  the museum,  but  thinking about  to  be on board,  on a
mission, a battle - I´m sure about, I wouldn´d be able to bear it, I would become insane! Isn´t it
crazy, that I think, that to drown on board of a submarine, would be an awful death? I only can think
about one more awful death (related to war), to burn alive inside of a tank. But maybe it´s not that
much the way to die, maybe it´s the why you die - or better the combination of both. There was a
time, when the men on board of this warships were the enemies of my ancestors, a time when they
tried to kill each other, a war my ancestors had begun, that caused so much pain and suffering, and



now I sit at this lovely afternoon in the sun and look at this ships, and some seagulls fly by.........
There so many interesting places in this area - you need time to see at least some of them. I decided
for the Aquarium Of The Bay. To walk around, to see the creatures of the sea, the jelly fish! This
filigree creatures, like a light breath, untouchable, like a soap bubble - wonderful like a ballerina.
The tunnels, the small fish and the large fish, on each side and above you - some are really strange,
when they look at you, and laugh about you. And then the part, where you can touch a shark, a ray
and some see anemones. A big fun for the children, and not only for them. The first time that I
touched the really very rough skin of a shark........ 
But Fisherman´s Wharf means food, without any doubt. And what else would be appropriate than a
whole dungeness crab? I though about, to eat one outside at Taylor Street, then outside Tarantino´s,
to decide finally to eat one inside Tarantino´s. Well, sitting at a table, eating a whole dungeness crab
while looking at the boats and the Golden Gate Bridge, a glass of white wine, and of course a clam
chowder as first course. Yeah, tacos at a food truck at 3rd Street, two lovely sides of the same thing,
very different but both very charming, well, also Los Angeles could offer you nice things.........
Food and Los Angeles, food and San Francisco - maybe in all its - huge - difference, maybe the
point, where both cities came as close as possible to each other - had I mentioned how nice it was to
sit outside Frankie´s Pier 43 and to eat one of his - enormous - fischwichs, or crabwichs - oysters
and a glass of white wine?
So everything fine? Of course not, but even at this place, the Fisherman´s Wharf, maybe the place
number one for tourist in this city, this city has retained its dignity, not to say grandeur. Los Angeles
felt - what word one should use - depraved, decayed, rotten.....too often! Pier 39 for instance was
not my place, at this place too much tourist stuff for me, but even there it was bearable for me,
contrary to the Hollywood Boulevard, to name only one place. And Pier 39? Well, of course I´ve
not talked about the sea lions, them you have to see, especially in the evening........

Little Italy? Well, sure, New York! Martin Scorsese, The Godfather, Once Upon a Time in America
and  so  much  more  -  but  San  Francisco?  The  restaurants  with  the  small  tables  and  the  white
tablecloths, hasty waiters and a mafiosi and his henchmen sitting at a table, in the back part of the
restaurant, the mafiosi looks at the door. A young man enters the restaurant, he walks to the counter,
says something to the man behind the counter, whereupon he starts to make him a coffee. He gets
his coffee, he sips on it, and suddenly he has a gun in his hand and fires the whole magazine at the
table in the back. The mafiosi is dead, also his henchmen, or at least they are badly injured, while
the young man runs away - yes, New York.....
And San Francisco?  Well,  nice  restaurants,  with  small  tables  and white  tablecloths........  -  hey,
mafiosi in San Francisco? The strange point for me is, that New York, Little Italy, mafiosi, Travis,
Iris, Sport and Betsy - that sounds so familiar, so natural, but here? But come on, don´t be naive, a
large Italian population, since a very long time, since the fishermen at the old North Beach - and
don´t forget the gold rush! Don´t be naive, this city has a violent past, a very violent one! Think
about the so-called "native Americans", think about the Chinese people, and how they were treated.
This city is very easily capable, to allay your suspiciousness, to fool you. And sure, as in each of
such cities, there are "safe" parts, and "unsafe" parts - even Chicago can be a safe place........  
And Little Italy, the restaurants with the small tables and the white tablecloths? Broadway with its
"entertainment offers", especially for men? A men enters a UPS depot and kills five drivers - The
Mission? You can die everywhere, why not in Little Italy in San Francisco? Dying with a gelato or
an espresso in you hand? You will not necessarily become killed, when you are in Compton or
Hunters Point, maybe, but even country concerts are sometimes very deadly places.......
Caffe  Trieste,  I  look  at  the  board  at  the  wall  -  Cioccolata  Fantasia?  I  have  no  idea  what  the
"Fantasia" should be, so I order it. Different ingredients - powders - in my glass, then hot milk, still
no idea. I sit down, sip, and it tastes very well - still no idea. I look at the many pictures at the wall,
so much history - a charming place. Yeah, some decades before, in this city, at this time, at such a
place, who would had been the man at the other table........
I wait for somebody, this city is strange. Generally it´s difficult for me to come in contact with



somebody - in Los Angeles it´s a bit easier for me. But here, in this city, I´ve the feeling that even
for a person like me it would be easy, to meet other people, to talk with them about my thoughts -
feelings? A bit, a bit to fast for me. People are interested in me, and I´ve the feeling, that it´s more
than American small-talk blah-blah-blah. That it´s seriously meant, a new situation for me........
But I have to return, have to finish my old life, to start a new life. But I have the feeling it will
become a long journey, till I will be able to come back. But I have to come back, and this time I will
be aware, that this city is such different. This time I will be prepared, this time.........
Little Italy, I will miss it, the little tables with the white tablecloths....... 

So Much Beat In The City - and I  don´t  mean with this, all  this  famous places,  the cafés,  the
museum, the bookstore, even a street or a restaurant. Not the "Walk Of Fame" in The Mission - a bit
other names you will find there as in Hollywood.......
Burroughs  was  the  one  who  interested  me  most  in  my youth  -  no  San  Francisco.  Somewhat
Ginsberg,  Kerouac never - no San Francisco.  Yeah, Los Angeles! All  the crime stories,  all  this
classic writers, all this classic movies........ - they are a part of me. And today..........
Say goodbye to Los Angeles, say hello to San Francisco - that´s a bit to simple! San Francisco -
Dirty  Harry  and  Mike  Stone?  Music?  Joanna  Newsom  -  so  much  to  me,  lives  now  in  Los
Angeles.......have you ever met Lizzy? Music? It´s like you would listen to bebop, all the time, like
a saxophone would be audible all the time - a fast rhythm, virtuosity, shifts......well, that´s simply
nonsense on one hand, but then.......Broadway in Los Angeles, the Old Downtown, is only a sad
joke nowadays, Broadway in San Francisco, Little Italy? Assume you would enter Caffe Trieste and
Ginsberg and Kerouac would sit there - why not, maybe they will have later a reading at the City
Lights  Bookstore?  Whom you  would  expect  in  Los  Angeles?  Marlowe?  Come  on,  that´s  not
seriously meant - or!
New Orleans comes me to mind, should go there one time. Boston? But then, standing at the Market
Street and a streetcar drives by, do you hear the saxophone? It´s, like everything would happen at
the same time - there´s no time anymore. You enter the Eureka, with your electronic gadgets in your
backpack, a beautiful woman in a nice dress and silk stockings takes a seat beside you, and the
steam ferry brings you both to Oakland, she works as a secretary in an advertising agency there, you
spend the morning at Lake Merritt with a nice light lunch at the Sidebar, say a fine salad, a glass of
sparkling rosé and a wonderful mandarin sorbet as dessert - here it would be possible, everything
happened at the same time........
In Los Angeles everything is fast and hip, the restaurants sophisticated, the bars and especially the
clubs exclusive - oh yeah, Angels Flight! This looks like an anachronism, because it´s one! If I
would see the Eureka, heading towards Oakland, it would be a wonderful and impressive sight, but
no anachronism! 
A young man plays the trumpet, an older man not far away also. The young one looks at you, the
older one shows you his back. All happens at the same time, all seems to be natural in this city. That
is the beat of this city, but be aware, still the city with the most famous suicide bridge of the world!
Still the city where you can be fucking poor, where you can desperate, where you can become a
murderer or become murdered. Still a place where you can be lonely, Sittin' On The Dock of the
Bay.......
Yeah, no paradise also here, but definitively a place where you could find people who feel the same,
the same shit like you. And, is it a coincident? Why I listen to Thelonious now, when he´s Alone In
San Francisco? Ah, everything seems to be too perfect - as I said: So Much Bebop In The City!
I dance on a sunbeam, I fly across the bay, I swim and dive with the sea lions, I have an honest
conversation with a seagull - fuck, do you no longer see the homeless, also in this city! But the
sound of the piano, the sound of the city - it´s like, if the sound would hypnotize you, it would lull
you, it´s like a narcotic, it´s, as if this city would offer you an endless sleep, an endless dream, only
a dream, but a dream...........      



Bird & Beckett, Books & Records, Glen Park & jazz at Saturday night - what else should you say?

This city is so full of special places, some are related to history, some have very special stories, but
all the time it´s something special to be at such a place. This bookstore was no exception.
It was not a large one, and it was obviously that, even in this city, it was not easy to exist for such a
store. At daytime a book and record store, at the evenings a place for open mic, readings, concerts
and more. But it was nice to be there, to be with the other people, together at this place. Today was
Saturday, jazz evening, but I thought, that it should be a wonderful place to listen to poets and
writers,  when  they  would  recite  something  they  have  written,  when  they  would  reveal  you
something about their feelings and thoughts, about themselves.......
I sat there and had my eyes closed, listened to the music, the guitar, the piano, the bass and the
drums and had the feeling to be at another place, another city, country, continent.........
The musicians on a stage, between the bookshelves - not that much space for them! It was a very
intimate moment, and obviously most of the other listeners knew each other very well, but you had,
from the first moment, the feeling that you´re accepted, that it would be easy to come in contact
with them. Maybe one or two times more and you could be also a person, known by the others, at
this place. This was a warm place - well, books all around you and records, and wonderful jazz
music......and people.........
Later,  the  next  week,  it´s  Thursday,  I  stood  at  the  other  side  of  the  street  and  looked  at  the
illuminated shop window, the people inside, soon the event would begin - but I not enter the shop, I
walk up and down Chenery Street, but I do not enter the bookstore. I wait till it´s "too late", then I
use the metro back till Market Street, Van Ness, I eat something, drink some cocktails - not now,
now it´s too early, too much for me at the moment. I have to return, I have to continue, but next
time..........next time........
There was a time, I thought the big city would be my aim. And, would I see this city never again, it
would break my heart.  But  now I´ve the  feeling  that  the big  city was only a  stopover,  a  first
approaching. The city by the bay? To be honest, I´m not sure. New Orleans, Boston, so much more -
Chicago? But I know, would I never see the big city again, it would hard for me, would I never see
the city by the bay again, it would kill me - and that´s not melodramatically, no, really not.......  

Well,  said  it  often  enough now,  how much zoos mean to  me.  And the  zoo in  San Francisco?
Absolutely no exception - on the contrary! It would make absolutely no sense to start now, to talk
about all the animals you can meet there - heaven, I would need pages! One of the funny things?
The zoo advertises with the picture of the jaguar - well, guess what animal was absolutely not to
see? One should keep in mind the zoo in Stuttgart, the female black jaguar, no longer there, and her
emotional meaning for me. So, it would had been nice for me to see this jaguar, but on the other
hand, it´s good that the animals have always a retreat area. 
As said, many other animals were there, and not to forget the beautiful flowers and trees. I was
there  short  after  the  opening  in  the  morning,  and left  the  zoo  short  before  the  closing  in  the
afternoon - schedule many hours when you think about to visit the zoo! And then there was a very
special moment for me.....
I walked around, birds, and then on a small lake? She was so beautiful - well, maybe a male, but,
come on, she was so beautiful! And then she opened her wings somewhat and allowed you to see
her wonderful white feathers also. She was so elegant, the small red beak, the dark black feathers,
and the covert white feathers - I had tears in my eyes, like now.......
Okay, as she later walked around - well, swans are not the most elegant animals on land, but that not
disturbs her beautiful appearance, absolutely not. When I think back, this was definitively one of the
most emotional moments the last two weeks, and it gave a lot of them. I absolutely not expected to
see a black swan in San Francisco, at the zoo there, it was a total surprise! The eighteen-year-old in
London, the St. James´s Park and the famous black swans there, since then I´m fallen in love with
them. And even if they are not rare as such, at least not in (Western) Australia - in fact, the black
swans are the heraldic animals of the flag of Western Australia, the Inverted Swan - but outside



from Australia you see them not that often - what a pity!
And then? Immanuel Kant: All swans are white - well, was true (in Europe), as long as Australia
wasn´t "discovered", since then wrong! Nice? For the Aborigines the sentence, all swans are black
(apart from their (covert) white flight feathers), was true, till they got the knowledge, that in Europe
all swans are white! Well, that´s the problem with the absolute truth! Oh, and don´t forget the black-
necked swan – originally living only in South America! As the South Americans used to say: All
swans are white, except for their black necks.......... 
And "my" black swan in San Francisco? I don´t think she´s interested in the human nonsense - at
least I hope so! She should be a swan - and I? I decided to move on - so far, only half of the zoo,
many other animals are there, still to meet......

A Long Goodbye 

I sat at Tommy´s Joynt, corner Geary and Van Ness, and I was happy. Okay, in fact I was sad,
because I would leave the city tomorrow to drive back to Los Angeles, but come on, who would be
able to be unhappy while sitting at Tommy´s Joynt! And, I would be only for a short time in Los
Angeles, to finishing everything up in the south, as fast as possible, as to drive back, to the northern
beauty.  But  for  now, Tommy´s  Joynt.  As normally a  longer  queue,  late  in  the evening,  but  as
normally you had not to wait that long. And for me it was good to have some time till I had to order
- always I had no idea what I should order, everything was something special. But at the end I had
to come to a decision - Daily Dinner Platters, always a good choice! This time with BBQ brisket,
vegetables and potato salad - yes, the "healthy" variation. Oh, and pickles! I was happy that I could
sit at the bar, ate my meal with two cups of coffee, to change then to cocktails - sometimes life
could be simply fantastic!
I thought about the two cities, sometimes so much the same, then again such different - most times
totally different! But to be honest, it will be a sad goodbye, even when I would - hopefully - be able
to come back from time to time. This city in the south was insane, and sometimes, yeah disgusting,
but then so wonderful and melancholic, melancholic as I, under the bridge, at the beach, at Santa
Monica, or.......so many beaches, enough to find your own, and that was what I feared most - this
city would kill me, not metaphorically..........
But, Westlake and Downtown West, Korea Town and China Town, Crenshaw and Compton, Azusa
and Paramount - how should I be able to leave this - and much more - behind me? Yes, the city in
the north, but........
I had the feeling as someone would ask me: Which of your hands I can chop off - fuck, neither! But
I  had  to  come to  a  decision,  a  fucking decision!  Gus´s  and Café  Crèpe  in  Santa  Monica  and
especially at the gorgeous Union Station - and all this other places! Yes, to sit here, Tommy´s Joynt,
was wonderful, but........
But, all the time this fucking “but”! Maybe I had to many cocktails, but I became more and more
depressed - L.A. Is My Lady? Well Mr. Sinatra, you would had named every fucking city in this
world your "lady" - when the money´s right! I had to leave this city, this city was a fucking city,
therefore I liked it, but........
It was obvious to me that I had drunk to much, therefore........I was not totally drunken - I ordered
another cocktail! Tomorrow I would drive back to the City of Angels, to say goodbye to my angel,
but it had to be, there was no doubt about this - suddenly I felt on top of the world.......now I was
totally drunken.......
The morning came into my mind, again Fisherman´s Wharf, to say goodbye to the beautiful bay, for
a short time only, till I would be back. A homeless sat there, and as often in this city, he not only sat
there, he made something. He had copper wire and made different things out of it, also the Golden
Gate Bridge - I stopped, interested in one of the bridges........
"How much is it?"
"Ten dollar....you can stick in pictures there....."



"Yeah, have not saw it.......a bit expensive?"
"Well, you can pay whatever you can afford....."
Well, that was a cool gambit! I smiled - should I tell him, that ten dollars wouldn´t be affordable for
me? 
"Okay, ten."
"Thanks a lot, sir!"
"I thank you...."
I smiled even more now and hoped, that he would smile also, because I had paid in fact ten dollars
for the bridge - for this priceless bridge! I took my new bridge, and liked it from the first moment
on. I would take the bridge with me, heading down south, as a guidance, as a sign, like a beacon, to
keep my course, to find my way back, back into the bay....... 

Los Angeles

Back in L.A., well...........I had driven the way during the night, now it was early in the morning, no
interest to stay in the condo. I drove with the Expo Line till 7 th Street Metro Center, and then with
the Red Line till Union Station - wonderful as always. I took a seat at Café Crèpe, as sometimes in
the morning, and as usually I ordered a triple Americano and a small Caesars Salad and the small
bowl with banana and strawberries. And as usually they put the fruit on top of the Caesars Salad, as
I liked it.  And by the way, the West Coast Eggs Benedict, light and wonderful, everything was
delicious at this place, sitting in this gorgeous hall.........
And then, what should I say, I even not knew her name, but it was always a special pleasure when
she was there. Sometimes we even talked a bit, should I say her that I would leave the city - I was
not able to do so. I read my L.A. Times, and headed out for my next aim - have I to say something?

I looked at the pier and the beach, a very windy day today. It seemed to me that the city would like
to keep me, it was wonderful to stand there. The Ferris wheel, the - it was a fuckin´ thing to leave
this city, how this should be possible? I looked at my ice cream, Ugo Cafe on the way from the
Metro Station till here, yeah, Little Italy........
I had took off my shoes and socks and walked in the beautiful sand - yeah, this fuckin´ city had the
better beaches! How I should be able to leave her? Yeah, this mellifluous singer who now lived in
Hollywood, in on of the valleys, and her beautiful songs about, to be in love, to be in love? I love
with a city? In an insane way like the relations in her songs - with a city? But what had I, apart from
this love? I decided to leave this place........   

Back with the Expo Line till the park, the Rose Garden - no good idea! I walked through the roses,
with my red diamond, had I killed her? Why she not shot me? Everything would be much more
easy now, should I stay and search, to find my thirteenth beach? I knew, that it would be easy now,
very easy, too easy.........
But the question remained: What would had happened, would I had trusted her? Maybe I would be
a married man now? Maybe I would be no longer lonely? Maybe she would be still alive? One was
sure, I had screwed it up........
But that was a fantastic insight! Fantastic for her! I stood in front the rosebush that she had liked
most - I had to leave this city, otherwise it would had been a stupid deed, on the bridge by the bay –
well, I could buy me a new one, but I was inept to do it at the first time, why I should be able to do
it now? The ocean, her tender waves.......

It was evening now, sure, Gus´s! Yeah, Tommy´s, yeah, Gus´s - all the time the same shit! I ate a
burger with fries, side salad, soup of the day, a lot of coffee - I not told them that I would leave the
city. This would be my last day here, as it was my last day in Santa Monica, my last day at Union
Station - tomorrow I would visit the zoo for the last time, then I would finish up everything, the



moving company would bring me everything to my new home and I would never come back - that
was the theory, a fucking theory! I should buy me something to kill my thoughts, but that would be
not adequate, I had killed her.........

I walked down 3rd Street, the fucking skyline always in sight - tacos! First a very large coffee with
everything from the 7-Eleven, then I ordered five mixed tacos, with hot sauce, and had problems,
not to vomit afterwards........
After I managed it, to keep everything inside, I decided to walk to Angelino Heights, definitively a
fucking idea! But I should see her house for a last time, yeah, a last time! A last time, yeah, a last
time - who would believe this shit? And it even not helped anything, lying to yourself, but what
should I do, honesty? Who would believe in this shit? Was Alexandra honest to me? This question
would never find an answer - contrary to the other question: I had been dishonest!  

.......A Young Giraffe 

After  the  horrible  evening  yesterday,  was  it  a  relief  to  be  at  the  zoo  today.  I  walked  around
aimlessly, looked at the birds, the kangaroos, the goose, the chimpanzees, not the condor - Cecily? I
not made contact with them, had not told them that I had been in the city and that I would live there
soon.  Sure,  Dashiell  would  offer  me  a  job,  but  I  had  the  feeling  that  this  would  be  still
inappropriate. Cecily, does she had used me? And if? And the chimpanzees? Chimpanzees were
able to do horrible things - sure, they were near relatives! But we should be able to act in a different
way - desires, sex drive, instinct......
I said goodbye to the chimpanzees and continued my way. Next to the chimpanzees, the giraffes -
never was very attracted to them. On the other hand, they were very elegant animals, with their long
legs and necks. It was feeding time, the visitors could feed a giraffe for five dollars - a lot of fun for
the young, the long tongues! I looked at for some time and then turned to continue my way again, as
she looked at me.......
A young giraffe stood there and looked at me with her big dark eyes, with this extremely long eye
lashes - yeah, Queen of New York, that was a seductive upward glance! She stood behind the
beginning of  a  special  barrier  that  marked the  area  where  the  visitors  could  feed  the  giraffes.
Sometimes she nippled at the wire of the barrier, always looking at me. Sometimes she stretched her
head towards me, but the distance was still to large, I couldn´t touch her. So we stood there and
looked into each other eyes, for a long time. Then an adult giraffe came and stopped right behind
the young one - and also she looked at me.......her mother? Well, yes, I was an old man and she
obviously very young, but......after some time the old giraffe continued her way and we were alone
again, still looking in each other eyes.....
It was strange, but charming, and don´t understand me wrong, but I fell in love with this giraffe, and
I had the feeling, she as well. But what should I do? I guessed, that I stood there for at least twenty
minutes now - her eyes were unbelievably wonderful, but.....
But I would be a bastard would I go away, for no reason! But I was an old man and she a young
giraffe, a large distance between us, not only metaphorically, also in reality - the barriers, should I
enter the compound? It would be nice, to touch her at least one time and, what would she do, would
we stand side by side? I smiled, the old man was able to fell in love - yeah, a giraffe.......
And now? I had tears in my eyes, turned and walked away - never I would see her again....... 

The Past As Past

There´s always a past, there´s always a future - well, at least you´re not dead...... 



Los Angeles Behind

It was a relief, that it was distinct now, that this chapter was closed. Sure, that had not to mean, that
I never would be in this city again - Minh! But it would be not that often, from time to time - no
doubt about it, that it would be impossible for me to stay away from this city forever. It was a bit
like a vice - don´t try to suppress it, control it! 

Everything was arranged, in two days I would drive back to San Francisco, tomorrow a goodbye
dinner with Yves and Elizabeth - Long Beach - and then........The City By The Bay.......

L.A., such a crazy - insane - city. But many wonderful places there, many wonderful people. You
simply had to decide which districts you like and which not - that simple it was......

I felt relaxed, I felt, that I would be able now to let it go - The Past Is The Past......

San Francisco Ahead

What would I do - I mean, what would I do to spend my living? Well, still a million dollar ring, still
not for sale, never I would be able to sale this ring. But the car, still no car for everyday, still I was
no car enthusiast, such a car needed someone who cares for it with passion. In San Francisco it
would be easy to sell such a car for a good price, enough money to have time to think some things
over. I wasn´t sure, whether this was inappropriate or not - I had killed her..........

Life was strange, I would need some time without dead people, without funerals - I simply should
spend more time with living people, without crimes! And then? I always had loved books - why not
working in one of this wonderful bookshops in San Francisco? If possible obviously......

San Francisco? Today was Monday - therefore, I would be at the bay again next weekend......

Lizzy´s Dead

It was a very nice - yeah, a very sad evening with Yves and Elizabeth. We´d talked a lot about
Alexandra, the evening here with her, about Minh, about L.A. and San Francisco, about my new life
as millionaire and so much more.  It  was a melancholic goodbye in front of the restaurant,  not
forever, so we said.......

I drove back with the Blue Line, South L.A., Compton.......back to Downtown L.A. - Expo Line till
my home station, home, for only one more night. Tomorrow......tomorrow back to the bay. I decided
to walk around in my neighborhood, to say goodbye, how it should be possible for me to sleep.......

I looked at the Rose Garden and tears run down my cheeks - I had killed her, no forgiveness, who
should forgive me - she was dead.......

No, no longer the cold metall in the drawer, no, this was not my thirteenth beach, no Santa Monica
Beach - yeah, how cowardly and reprehensible this would had been, no, this was my guilt, my guilt
forever.......

I decided to walk back home, it was senseless now, L.A. was the past, time to go home, to San
Francisco, to the bay, the black swan, the houseboats - the bridge, Oakland Bay Bridge!



Yeah,  as  I  arrived  at  my block,  a  young  man  slept  at  the  house  entrance  -  not  looked like  a
homeless? Very stylish, no cheep clothes, cool hairdo - a bit girlish, gay? He not looked drunken, at
least not more than I, and I would had let him sleep, but it was not possible for me to enter the
house without waking him up. 

"Hey, sorry that I wake you, but I can not enter the house......"
"Sorry.......hey you´re Mr. Maurer, you´re the detective, yes!"
"Well, depends on........yeah, I was....."
"I need a detective – someone who´s interested in!"
"Bad timing, very bad timing man......I will leave the city tomorrow - today!"
"Hey, I need you, you have to help me! Everybody says you´re unselfish, that you´re interested in
the people....."
He started to cry - yeah, I was the man......
"Not sure if all of my clients would sign this......"
Now I started to cry..........
"Hey come, can I offer you a cup of tea? Still have some....."
"No.........Lizzy´s dead! Lizzy´s dead and nobody is interested in!"
Wow, he looked now like he would had a lot of pain - he had......
"Feel sorry for it - Lizzy?"
"You don´t know Lizzy?"
"To be honest, no - but can you tell me something? And how about a cup of tea now?"
"Okay........."

"Better now?"
"No....but tea is good...."
"Can you tell me something about Lizzy? Lizzy, Elizabeth?"
"For us only Lizzy!"
"Us?"
"You not perform, or? I mean open mic."
"No, definitely not! I´m no artist!"
"But Lizzy was a wonderful artist, her voice was......"
He broke out in tears again, now he was totally down.......
"Hey, I´m interested in her - you loved her?"
"I worshiped her! She was an angel......"
"She was a singer...."
"Yes! No, she was more! She was.......she was our queen....."
"What happened - I mean, why she´s dead now?"
"Someone killed her - and I know who did it! But nobody is interested in!"
"But, she´s dead now, a crime, you know who did it - why you not tell the police what you know?"
"Nobody is interested in - this fucking swine did it, this swine who told her that he will make her
famous - this pervert bastard....."
"And why is the police not interested in?"
"He´s rich and influential! Everybody knows that he´s a pervert bastard, nobody says something!
This is a fucking city!"
"What that concerns........but the police? You say that she was murdered, then there should be an
investigation?"
"Investigation? Yeah, sure, but no evidence for nothing?"
"Why you know who did it?"
"Because everybody knows it - everybody who knew her, everybody who knows him - I said her
that she should stay away from him!"
"He´s an agent or something like that?"
"He´s a pervert bastard!"



I wasn´t sure what I should do with him. Now he was finally dished, and I not much better......
"Maybe we should have some sleep.....I will leave the city tomorrow...."
"Oh no! Come on! You have to help me!"
Now I´d killed him! I was good in that......
"You can sleep on the couch - we will find a solution, I know people at the police who will be
interested - I grantee you!"
"Yeah sure! Also only blah-blah-blah - he´s someone you can count on! Why nobody....."
He stood up to leave, but I held him........
"No, not again.....I can stay some days longer! I will help you!"
"Some days! And then?"
"You said that you know who did it. That should be a good starting point for me - or?"
"But he´s rich and influential! This is L.A. - or?"
"Yeah, without any doubt. This is L.A.! But, this not means that we´re powerless. We should have a
rest now and then we should see how we will proceed - is this a good proposal?"
"You´re really interested?"
"Yes, believe me, I know how you feel...."
"But you will leave the city......."
"Not before this case is solved - promised!"
We cried both...... 
"You can sleep here."
"No, I need a walk - where we will meet?"
"Where do you live?"
"Santa Monica."
"Really?"
"Yes?"
"Then Santa Monica. How about Cafè Crepe at 4pm?"
"Sure, I will be there....."
"I also! Inside - a table back-most, okay...."
"Yes, thanks......"
"You not have to thank me - can I hear Lizzy? I mean are there recordings?"
"I have videos from her performances - you wanna see them?"
"I have to - you said she was an angel......"
"Yes, she was an angel........." 

Cafè Crepe – Santa Monica

Cafè Crepe, Santa Monica, 4.25pm, a table back-most - alone! I thought that he maybe still was
asleep, that I not had asked after his name, nor his address, and also not after the name of the
potential murderer - cool detective work, you´re the man....

Maybe he was only a little freak - but I hadn´t that impression, he meant it that way. He really loved
her, means, he really admired her as an artist. She really had meant a lot to him - yeah, he had a lot
of pain. And this "agent", or whatever his title was - hey, this is L.A.! Not only one young actress
jumped  from the  Hollywood  sign,  not  only  one  found  her  faith  in  a  luxurious  hotel  room -
Everybody knows it, it's a fact - kiss, kiss, Ms. Love Cobain.........

I hadn´t a phone call with Yves so far, thought I should get some more information before. Should I
jump into my car and leave - Lizzy? At least I should ask Yves about her case, whether it was a
murder case at all, I took my cell phone........
"Hey Yves, Peter......."
"Hey, still in the city or on the freeway already?"



"Still in the city, Santa Monica - do you know something about the death of a young women? Her
name was Lizzy, probably Elizabeth. She was a singer, performed at open mic events - maybe a
murder case."
"Sure, you was too long out of town! A young women had been found dead, raped and killed. Some
suspects, but no good evidence - why you ask?"
"A young man, I met him after our dinner. Not sure how serious I should take what he said...."
"He told you that he knows who´s the murderer is?"
"Yes."
"He was one of our suspects - he had idolized her. Then she met one of this Hollywood figures -
you know this stories: I will make you famous....."
"But why he was a suspect?"
"He was jealous, also a singer, but nobody was interested in him - maybe this classical motive."
"And her "patron"?"
"Sure, a suspect, but he had a good objection against his person as the murderer...."
"Which?"
"Greed for money! Everybody says that she would had been the next female superstar - the money
was printed already! And the young man? He accused her of selling her art to the music industry -
he threatened her!"
"With what?"
"That he would kill himself, would she sign a contract and suchlike. He became more and more
aggressive."
"But sorry, himself, but not her?"
"At the end he sent her messages like: First you, then me - sounds not very good!"
"Not really! But why then he came to me?"
"Maybe  he  changed  his  plan?  Her,  but  not  me?  He  had  no  alibi,  but  we  found  no  reliable
evidence....."
"And again: Her "patron"?"
"How should I interpret your question? Do I think, that he would be capable to do it? Sure, he has
not the best reputation, but........a lot of rumors, no evidence......"
"Everybody knows it, but nobody talks about it - yeah, Hollywood rules! That´s fucking shit!"
"As long as nobody testifies something - rumors are not enough! You know this shit!"
"Maybe she?"
"Was one of the theories - but no reliable evidence....."
"Still investigations?"
"Not very hot, but definitively not cold."
"Can you keep me informed?"
"Sure - have a good trip!"
"Thanks man....."

I drove back to my condo, my old condo, as always Metro Expo Line, to leave the city. Lizzy´s
dead - why Jay-Z came me to mind? Yeah, good girls.........
"Yves?"
"Yes, I should keep you informed?"
"Sure!"
"We found your young man......."
"Would like to talk with him!"
"A bit too late - they found him an hour ago, beaten to death - maybe tortured......"
"This city is so fucking insane!"
"You will leave the city, and to be honest......"
"No! Not before I kept my promise!"
"No good idea, whatever you had promised him."
"Only the usual! No more funerals - except one!" 



Open Mic

The last days I had visited open mic events - strange, Tribal Cafe, UnUrban, even Beyond Baroque
in Venice. Some had mixed programs, others a certain genre every day, others were open for only a
special genre. But all the time the same, no audience, only the people who waited to perform also.
Everybody got a warm applause at the beginning, and also at the end, but no audience..........

And it was a scene, the knew each other, met from time to time at the various places they could
perform - but no audience, strange........

Some of the performing people were really good, had I saw the next rising star? Some were young,
some old - an old man read poetry and excerpts from his stories, why? Not that I saw this as a joke,
I  enjoyed the evenings,  but  how many every night,  how many dreams every night,  how many
unrealizable dreams - City Of Broken Dreams........

Hope? Hope to be the one who would succeed, the one who would get the chance - Lizzy? How
long you would be able to do this? Yeah, we all know this stories: Year after year he or she tried it
and no one payed any attention, and then suddenly, and no one has an answer why he or she, why
now and not years before or years later - and please, don´t start to babble now some shit like: That´s
the waywardness of life......

Too many fail, to many jump from the Hollywood sign, too many are forgotten, and only a few stars
shine bright at the starry firmament, but they are seen by everyone......

And Lizzy? Was she one of the lucky ones? Dead now, what had she done wrong? Who would be
the judge to answer this - no one can answer such a question. What would I do, someone would tell
me: I will make you famous! Wow, I´m an old man, but would I be a Lizzy.........

But Lizzy was no star now, she was a dead body now - what had she done wrong? I had an idea, and
I would get my answer! This was a fucking city, every day there was a murder, every day someone
committed suicide, not to talk about "normal" crime - and then, Hollywood rules! 

I would get my answer, and someone would give me my answer, and I hoped for him that it will be
the right answer, and I feared, that the right answer will be a fucking answer for him - and this
would be the last thing that I would do in this insane city, my farewell address!  
     

*****************

Also a part of the American reality - no governmental support for art and artists, a bit different in
other countries. But what would you expect? No health care for everyone, why should there be a
support for artists?  

 
The Dream To Be A Star

The American dream? Everyone can become a star, everyone can get rich, something special - it
only depends on you! Who believes such a shit! But much more the question: Who allege such a
shit and why? Is there a necessity to answer this question? If yes - wake up!

Was Elvis a fantastic musician? That´s a joke, or? Yeah, Chuck Berry, Little Richard - bad luck,



wrong color, the white guy.......it only depends on you..........

Have you seen the ugly female singer with the fantastic voice? Not? Why? Ah, they are all beautiful
- what a strange coincidence........

Yeah, the American hoax - some sell it, some buy it, that´s the American dream! And the stars? The
dark figures in the background? The dark male figures in the background? Well, they are in the
background...........

And all the Lizzies, what´s their role? They are the proof that the dream is real - sorry for that, but
they are only puppets! No stars at the firmament, only puppets! And my Lizzy? I would find an
answer - I had to! 

Yves

"Can you give me some information, so I can start my investigation?"
"Which investigation?"
"Lizzy´s dead, of course!"
"Do you think, that you will find more than the police?"
"Maybe? I have to keep a promise!"
"Believe me, a lot of hints, but no real evidence."
"The police has suspected the boy?"
"Hey, after his messages and threats! And by the way, he was always our main suspect, not the boy.
His name is Joshua - by the way!"
"Joshua? Had an bit an dialect?"
"He was born in Idaho, a small backwoods town, moved to L.A. to live his dream....."
"To be dead? Well, that´s something this city can offer you in abundance!"
"To become a professional musician, he played the guitar and sang, not that bad by the way."
"Okay, also for you no real suspect - then he!"
"I can give you his name and address, and a list of his lawyers! As long as nobody breaks the
Hollywood rule, he´s safe - sorry for that....."
"And Lizzy?"
"We can show that he had spent some real high "paychecks" to young women - all talents for whom
he was the big "patron". But none of them was willing to speak with us." 
"And Lizzy?"
"We think that either the check was not high enough, that she became greedy, or that she threatened
him therewith, that she will break the rule, that she will be not willing to be silent, that she will
speak it out."
"What do you think?"
"You have seen photos from her dead body?"
"No, not so far."
"Well, who ever did this, was a pervert and sadistic bastard. He had fun doing it!"
"So......"
"I think she was the one who was willing to break the rule........"
"This is not acceptable! This bastard has to pay for it! This has to end - young starlets, a fine start
for a career!"
"You would be surprised, who all got a check from him!"
"You mean....?"
"Yes,  some  starlets  became  stars,  some  stars  became  bright  stars........yes,  you  would  be
surprised......"
"Come on! That  a starlet  maybe fears  to  testify?  Okay!  But  when she´s  a  star?  They shut  up,



knowing, that what happened to them happens every day to another young woman in this fucking
city? That´s disgusting - sorry!"
"What would you do? Would you say, that you did his perverse shit, as a young talent? To become
famous, to become a star?"
"He´s the swine, not the young women!"
"Fine,  the press would like it!  Ms. Maurer sucked cocks at  the beginning of  her  career  -  nice
headline...."
"Yeah, and the men would think: Wow, he had sex with all this fantastic women! How much I envy
him - would like to have sex at least with one of them! Yeah, Hollywood´s clever system - desires
and cravings....."
"And Lizzy tried to break the silence - and payed the price therefore....."
"His price will be much higher!"
"You wanna kill him?"
"Yes, sure! But maybe that would be a too low price, sometimes it´s harder to live than to be dead,
sometimes......and the boy - I mean Joshua?"
"We see both murders definitely related with each other. Maybe Joshua had in fact a proof for him
as murderer. But if, then it was stupid not to give us the evidence."
"I fear he tried to give me this evidence - fuck, I was such an idiot! Why I had allowed him to go?
His apartment?"
"His  murderer  was  there  before  us.  He took everything.  No PC,  Tablet-PC or  smart  phone or
anything like this anymore. Surprisingly he was not much interested in drawers or anything like
this....."
"Leads to....."
"He tortured him - and he also raped him. It looks like that he got the information he wanted."
"Where he will find the evidence - fuck! Nothing printed?"
"No, we found nothing - and we searched very fussy!"
"He raped him?"
"Well, some rumors say, that he would love young men more then young women - but only rumors,
you know, Hollywood......."
"I have to get him - do you think it would be possible to convince one of the women to testify?"
"You can try it, but have not too much hope. He´s the big stud in the city, when he perishes, many
will follow him! He has some rivals, maybe they would help you? One swine sends another swine
to his doom - happens sometimes....."
"That´s no alternative - he has to pay the bill, and the bill is very long....."
"Dashiell and Cecily?"
"No, I have to do it......"
"Please, neither I wanna see you dead, nor on death-row......"
"Hey, the bay waits for me! It´s time to say goodbye......."

Investigations

Yves was right, there was no reason therefore, that I should start with private investigations. The
police had done a very good job. And also in the Joshua murder case they did all, one can do. The
problem was, that on one side everything was obvious. But on the other side, they came to nothing
all the time. Nobody pronounced it, nobody testified anything – and also the bunch of lawyers made
it not easier for the police. It was obvious that I would had no chance, no chance with "normal"
investigations.  The  murderer  was  obvious,  the  motive  for  his  murders  also,  and  then,  most
important, he would not stop with it! I had to stop him! 

Sure, I thought about a trap, but why I should expend such an effort? No, I thought not about to play
Mike Hammer, but a bit I wished I would be him. Then the solution would be very easy - “I, The



Jury”: "It was easy," I said............

But I wasn´t Mike Hammer, neither I was Philipe Marlowe - or choose another name if you like. I
was I, an old guy who not knew what he should do, who had some stupid dreams.......I was the
wrong guy for this job........

I was always the wrong guy for the job, had messed up everything, and others had to pay the price -
Sergeant James Walsh, Kishana, Steve and Minh, Alexandra, Joshua......I was a crappy private dick!
But maybe this time I would be able to do it, to do it properly.......

But  what  was  "properly"?  Should  I  kill  him?  And  then?  What  about  all  this  other  perverse
motherfuckers? Too many places where men thought the could use their position for this shit - and
women in such a position? Yeah, the more you think things over, the more complicated they get -
Mike Hammer?

Should I try to put him in a bad light? And then? His bunch of lawyers, his political and finical
power? Maybe a woman would begin to speak it out? And then another, and another......and he and
his lawyers would tell the world that all is a lie, that this women are only bitches, bitches who liked
it, to suck his cock, who did it on free will, rather, they begged him that he let them do, little bitches
who wanted to become a star.......he was only a weak man........

And then, every woman who would say something, would end her career - CLC! Even when he
would fall, she would be out - Hollywood and America never liked traitors, even when they told the
truth.......

In every way I thought about it, there was no good solution - I should kill him! But that not satisfied
me, he should suffer like his victims - his whole fucking live long! I really thought about, whether I
would be able to, to neuter him with a bullet - that would be a fantastic Hammer plot! But in the
end, this all was total crap! I should be more systematic - Lizzy and Joshua deserved it!

It would be very difficult to find a woman who would testify against him. It would be very difficult
to trap him. It would be very difficult to put him in a bad light. It would be not very satisfying to kill
him. I should kill him.........

But not in the way, that I would ambush him. I would like to see his eyes, when I would pull the
trigger - wow, there I intended to do something! I wasn´t able to kill me, why I should be able to kill
him - Azusa? I should give him a chance, a phony chance! But even in Azusa I nearly failed - this
time? I felt like in the wrong movie........

Maybe I should better sit in my car and drive back to San Francisco? This city was a monster that
let become you a monster - why I liked this city? At least parts of it? 

But if I would? And then, back at the bay? Dungeness crab at the Wharf? Very tasteful when you
think about the young women who will become his victims, while you´re sitting here, enjoying the
good meal.........

I´ve promised it: I will not leave the city before the case is solved - I will keep my promise! And
even when the case as such is solved in some ways, and even when the police will not give up, and
even when one day maybe, he will fall and everything will be at the brightest light, all of this is no
solving, not what I´ve promised Joshua, nothing that would allow me to leave the city – all of this is
no clearance of the case......



This case would find it´s end when everyone knows what kind of person he is - and when he had
payed for that what he did! And my task was now to handle this, to find a way to set the ball rolling
- I was no good private dick.......

The Queen

I had asked Joshua for some footage from Lizzy´s open mic performances - they were lost now. But
luckily some of the performers I had met at the open mic evenings I had joined were able to help
me. So I sat in a café, my laptop in front of me, headphones and Lizzy on the screen.........

Yeah,  what  should  one say?  Cute?  Awfully cute,  when she stood behind the mic,  smiling,  her
cheeks, somewhat shy - Don´t you wanna........

Yes, she was a little queen, the queen of the scene - her knight, her king? She dreamt to be a star,
who not, and then? I will make you famous, you only have to play my game - and she? She payed
the price therefore, not to be willing to play his game, to be a self-determined person, to refuse the
offer - what a price? Raped and murdered, what a fucking game..........

How beautiful it would had been, to see her, shyly smiling behind the mic. Nobody ever would see
her like this again, Lizzy was dead, and nobody would be able to change this - I felt helpless, what
sense it would had to play Mike Hammer and kill him? Lizzy would never sing again, and all the
Lizzys who came in this city everyday? 

Why this couldn´t be a fucking crime novel, a fucking Hollywood movie? The tough guy would
handle it - yeah, the tough guy - Yayo, yes you, Yayo.........

I cried, and I wasn´t interested in who looked at me, this strange old man who started to cry while
looking at his screen, with his headphones.........

A young waitress came to me, was she a Lizzy? She looked at me - wow, she cared for me and I
shook my head. No, everything was okay, sometimes you had to cry, to cry or to hate, and I feared
that I would become a hater, so I cried...........

But still I had no idea what I should do, how I should handle this - no tough guy! And so I decided
to kill  him. I would give him no chance,  he was unworthy to become a chance -  I would kill
him........

He had a love nest in Culver City - everybody knew it and this would be my aim. A plan? To shoot
him? Should buy my a new Dirty Harry - no, not to kill me, to kill him. I closed my wet eyes,
knowing that this was a shitty idea, but sometimes you had to do shitty things - maybe also a way to
kill yourself?  

Culver City

Cypress Grove - Culver Boulevard corner South Centinela Avenue

What  a  nice  neighborhood,  no  dirt  on  the  street,  no  homeless  people  disturbing,  such  nice
driveways, such nice lawns - oh, a police department on the other side of the crossing, safe and
sound........



I thought about to visit the department - you know, that he has his love nest a few blocks away? His
love nest where he likes to molest young artists? Not? Well, sometimes he likes it also to rape them,
or to torture and kill them - not? Yeah, sitting in my car, listening to Hanne Hukkelberg - yeah, The
Pirate.........

I waited, not for the first time, but time I had enough. He would appear, today or tomorrow or
whenever, I would be there, I would wait with my backpack and the brand new cold metal in it -
what a premiere for Mr. Smith & Wesson.........

Culver City, well, not the worst place in L.A. to live your life, but nothing for me - a boat? Norway?
God´s Heaven? I hoped hell would exist, then I would meet him later - he first, and then I........

It was late now, I liked it, and he arrived in his swanky German car, alone - yeah, dive into infinity,
eternity, water............

"Sorry Sir, can I ask you a question?"
"I don´t know you!"
"Not now, but you know my friends."
"Do I?"
"Yes of course! Mr. Smith & Mr. Wesson........."
I offered him a glimpse into my backpack.....
"Wow, a bit old style, man!"
"Old fashioned, but very effective!"
"You threaten me?"
"Yes, but I not intend to kill you."
"You only show me this relic - why do you show me this plaything?"
"I expect an answer."
"And therefore you show me your little piece?"
"Yeah, because when I´m not satisfied with they answer I will use it."
"Man, up there´s a police station. What do you think how long it will last that the first neighbor will
call them, seeing us standing here?"
"Hope for you it will not happen soon - the first siren and you´re dead! Would try to appear relaxed,
like you would talk with a friend."
"Well, your not interested to escape?"
"No. Not when I have to use it."
"Okay man, what´s your problem? Have I fucked your daughter? Or did I fucked your little sex
toy?"
"Neither nor. That´s not why I have to talk with you."
"I´m all ear - you record it?"
"Why I should? You would say that I threatened you. It would be meaningless to record it."
"Shouldn´t we went inside - would be better I think."
"You fear the sirens?"
"To be honest, yes. This is a sophisticated neighborhood - we don´t make our conversations on the
sidewalk."
"We can talk inside, why not."

We headed to the front door as one of his neighbors appeared in his door.
"Everything okay?"
"Oh well, one of this artists......."
"A bit old for an artist?"
"He thinks he´s the new Bukowski - sorry, but I said it to you earlier that you have not his powerful
mode of expression.......sometimes I´m only to weak - artists are one thing, but the ones who only



think they are artists......"
With this words he took my arm and we entered his house.
"Hope for you that he´s not too suspicious......."
"You will pay for this!"

He had took place in an enormous leather armchair, I on an elegant leather couch. I had not saw
much of the house, all very normal - the "special" rooms at the back of the house? I had decided for
an expensive whiskey - neat. He for a not less expensive brandy. And so we sat.......
"How I can help you now?"
"How was it, to rape and kill Lizzy? How was it, to rape, torture, and kill Joshua? This are the
questions I wanna have an answer to......"
"What a crazy idiot are you! You think you show me your stupid weapon and I will talk shit?"
"We know that you did it, and I mean this serious. You tell me how it was, and I will allow you to
stay alive - that´s the deal......"
"And then? You will leave and everything is good? What kind of freak are you?"
"I will leave and will do everything to destroy your life, your life you have now. But I will not kill
you - that´s the deal......"
"You think you would be able to destroy my life!"
"Don´t think so, probably I will destroy my life."
"And when I refuse to play your game?"
"Then I will destroy both of our lives."
"And when I would answer you, why you not should kill me then?"
"Your risk."
"And when you will fail, when you will be unable to destroy my life? Why you not should kill me
then?"
"Because, when I will leave this house and you will be still alive, I will be dead. You have no
scruples to destroy the lives of young women and men, you have no scruples to rape, torture and kill
them - why you should have scruples to kill an old man......"
"Then you will kill me in any case - that´s shit, what your talking!"
"I will kill me in any case - you will have a chance, even when you not deserve one."
"Why you should give me a chance?"
"Because it not matters?"
"What!"
"Whether  your  alive  or  not.  This  world  will  be no better  with  you  or  without  you.  It  doesn´t
matters......"
"And what matters?"
"Don´t know - you like it, all this young dreamers, their hopes - you like it?"
"You´re nothing then a little fucking wanker! You´re one of this assholes - how often you wanked
while looking at your favorite Hollywood star? At your favorite singer? A hot cheerleader? I´m no
wanker - I fucked them all! In reality man! Not in my dreams!"
"Okay, but why was it then such a problem for you that one of them refused you? Asshole!"
"You´ve no idea about a life like mine - now I know who you´re, you´re this ridiculous private
investigator! You´re a joke!"
"Why do you think I´m a joke?"
"The one who made you horny sucked on a gun, a slit eyed hoe who murdered a young boy is your
jail sweetheart......and there was something with a young hot nigger darling - man, you´re a joke!"
"Well, I´m a joke, but I still wait that you will answer me my questions."
"Man, your the joke of all jokes! Do you really think that a man like me would answer a joke like
you a question?"
"You not have to - in a way you´ve answered all the questions already. Nevertheless......"
".......you faggot will never have the nuts to kill me! Who do you think you are? I´ve put my cock
into such much celebrity holes - ugh, you´re nothing! You won´t even be able to shoot me from



behind......"

He stood up, slowly, and headed towards the front door. I followed him, took the metal - he not
even turned his head one time........... 

He opened the front door and I pointed the gun towards the back of his head - then he fell.................

To Much Dead In The City

He fell, but I hadn´t pulled the trigger, but he fell? As he laid, I saw a woman, standing at the lawn,
on the sidewalk - she had pulled the trigger. She walked across the lawn, her weapon in the hand,
fixating him...........

I was not aware that I had heard a shot - or two or more, but obviously she had hit her target.
Around his belly area was blood, also at his left shoulder - he wasn´t dead. He moaned, was not
interested in.........., 

Then she reached us, looked at him, then at me, then at him again......

"You´re a pussy, you never would have pulled the trigger......"

She raised her arm, and pulled the trigger, two times, two times the head.........

Then she dropped the gun, turned around and walked away - slowly......

"Who are you?"
"You need an answer?"
"No, not really, Lizzy´s mom........"

Sirens, all I hear are sirens..........

Then I heard the sirens
Interrupt the silence 

I can hear sirens, sirens
Give me all of that ultraviolence 

L.A. Confidential

L.A.  Confidential  -  really?  A very good  movie  with  fantastic  actors  -  should  one  say this  so
nowadays? Why not, it´s a very good movie, and also Kevin Spacey is very good in it. And Kim
Basinger looks like a goddess, in her role as Hollywood goddess and whore............

The police arrived very fast, I got arrested, Lizzy´s mom also. They told me that I should expect a
charge  on  attempted  murder  -  idiots!  Lizzy´s  mom? First-degree  murder  -  idiots,  she  was  her
mother.........!

Happy California - death penalty, death row and maybe soon executions again - happy California!

I sat at the beach in Santa Monica, looked at the outstanding beautiful setting sun, and thought not
about, whether this should be my thirteenth beach now, or not – I was simply too tired, too empty to
do so. Also I had no breakdown, I had nothing, simply nothing..........



Again I had messed up everything, I even had not noticed that Lizzy´s mom had followed me;
obviously she had – or?  Would I have pulled the trigger, would I have been able to be consequent at
least one time in my life? Does this question needed to be answered? The police had confiscated my
new gun, and everything else. No longer I was a private dick, I mean officially, in reality I never
was one!

Yves had asked, how he could help me, but it was better for him that he stayed away from me, at
least at the moment – not the best reputation at the police now. But also something else happened –
questions arose! Questions about what happens behind this wonderful Hollywood facade. But for
what a price – Lizzy´s mom! I hoped, that the trial would show, the someone else should be charge
for first-degree murder, even when he was dead now. But as long as he was alive, with all the
protection he had, with all his compliant lawyers, with his aura as successful and wealthy business
man – it was simply not thinkable that such a man should be nothing more than a lousy swine! And
even when, never forget the Hollywood rule! But now he was dead.......

I wished I would be able to talk with Lizzy´s mom, would like to ask her questions about Lizzy, not
even knew her name. But this would be very difficult, I was involved in the case, on the wrong side.
Would Yves be able to help me? I felt, as that she had undertook the guilt, which I should had
undertook. She had! It would had been my task to pull the trigger, but I was, like all the times, the
coward who shirked in the last second..........

"It´s wonderful that I can talk with you, Elizabeth!"
"The pleasure is on my side!"
"You´re too kind - you did what I should had to do, and now you have to pay the price therefore, not
I......"
"There´s no price I have to pay! On the contrary!"
"You´re here and it´s not foreseeable what verdict the jury will render. I should be here!"
"Every day I get expressions of sympathy - I did what I had to do........."
"And we both know that it was the wrong way. But it should had been my way, not yours....."
"Why? I´m her mother?"
"Yeah, I´m nothing, nothing I´m........"

No sun any longer, bright stars at the night sky, the sound of the waves, the young crescent of the
moon with Venus at her side, a light cold ocean breeze, the sand all around...........

"Would you tell me something about Lizzy?"
"Oh Lizzy! She was born in the big town, but raised in the small one. She hated the small town life
and decided to return to the big city. She decided to do it on her own, to show everybody, that she
would have the ability, to become a star, all on her own - she was a wayward girl, crazy since she
was three......." 
"You loved her......."
"We had our problems - she loved her gramma very much........."
"Yes, you have to love grammas - well, Tori......."

The stars move, slowly but constantly, they rise and set, they come and go.........

"She was the queen of the scene......"
"Oh yes, she told us that everything develops fantastic. That she has contact to someone who will
make her a star. I said her that she should be careful - she was so excited."
"Everything looked good, and in way, everything was good. She was a wonderful singer, millions
would have loved her - why there are always this narcissistic and egocentric figures who destroy



everything? What wonderful songs she would have written - everything´s gone now....."

And when the last of the distant stars disappears, when the night sky becomes the day sky, when our
star appears again, then your last day begins.......

"What do think, will hell be my aim?"
"I wished that paradise would exist - you and Lizzy would meet there again......"
"Even after I´ve chosen the wrong way? You said, that it was the wrong way."
"In  that  way  it  was  the  right  way.  Life  is  no  mathematical  equation,  thousands  of  years  of
philosophical discussions about ethic yielded no distinct result - the universe is so simple, we´re
able to understand it! Who would be arrogant enough to say, that he would understand the human
behavior........."

San Francisco

Bazaar Cafe - open mic night. An old man had read strange stuff, now he sat there and listened. Her
two songs were so sad, like Lizzy´s. But she had no platinum blonde hair, black curly hair till her
shoulders. But her songs were very sad. Maybe, maybe she will be the next Lana..........


